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I 

It is well known that "the systems of Indian philosophy are classified 
into ... astika (orthodox) and nastika (heterodox) ... To the astika 
group belong the six dar8anas ... They are Nyaya, Vaise9ika, Sankhya, 
Yoga, Mimamsa and Veaanta. The n:astika systems are CB.ravaka, 
Bauddha and J a ina. "1 · 

It is obvious that when non-Indian systems of thought are subjected 
to this classification then they will come· out at the heterodox end of 
the spectrum. Even the Bauddha and the Jaina darsanas, which share 
certain presuppositions of the Hindu worldview, come out in this 
classification on the heterodox side then what chance could say 
Christian or Islamic theologies have of making the grade. Their 
place in this scheme appears to be a foregone conclusion. Or is it? 
Is there any way in which, say, Christian theology, could be 
considered astika? This chapter is an attempt to answer the question. 

II 

. There are at least three meanings which have been given to the 
word astika2 which are significant from the point of view of this 
chapter: 

(!tOne who believe.s in the life after death, (2) one who believes 
in God, and (3) one who believes in the authority of the Vedas. 3 

It is quite clear that Christian theology believes in life after death,4 

thou,gh perhaps not in exactly the same sense as it is understood in 
Hinduism.6 Similarly, Christian theology also believes in "the 
existence of God. as an objective reality" along with Judaism and 
Islam.6 

It is clear therefore that Christian theology qualifies as astika in 
these two senses. This is fine as far as it goes-but it does not go 
very far for "as applied to the schools of Indian • philosophy 'astika' 
is to be understood in the third of the above sense"'l and not the first 
two senses which we have discussed so far. So the acid test of the 
astika of Christian theology comes now: can it be seen as believing 
in the authority of the Vedas? . 
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Phrased in this manner the issue of the astika of Christian theology 
becomes a Christian issue: do the Christian believe in the authority 
of the Vedas. The answer must be no, they don't.8 And the issue could 
come to rest here. 

m 
Let the issue, however, not be rephrased9 in such a manner that 

it becomes a Hindu issue: can Christian theology be regarded as 
authoritative from the point of view of any of the orthodox schools 
of Hindu philosophy? It is obvious that if Christian theology could 
be regarded as orthodox by an orthodox school of Hindu philosophy 
then it can very well stake out a claim for being regarded as orthodox 
in Hindu philosophical circles. 

It will now be argued that it is possible to establish a prima facie 
case for the. Hindu orthodoxy of Christian theology by looking at it 
from the vantage point of the Nyaya conception of the Veda and of 
scripture as developed by the Jayanta, a Nyaya scholar of the tenth 
century.10 

Jayanta argues that "the scriptures of all faiths- Buddhist, Jaina, 
Samkhya, etc. are true and· authoritative either. because God is 
directly the author of each in his several incarnations, or because 
they are ultimately based on the Vedic revelation". Moreover, he 
sets up a set of criteria for judging. whether any scripture can be 
considered genuine or not.11 

Now Christian theology is based on the Bible.12 Thus if it could be 
established that (1) God is the author of the Bible; or that (2) the 
Bible is ultimately based on the one Vedic revelation or (3) that it 
fulfils the several criteria of an authentic scripture laid down by 
Jayanta, then Christian theology could be regarded as consistent 
with Hindu orthodoxy. 

That Jesus Christ is an incarnation of God is acceptable to most 
Hindus. And as Jesus Christ himself is "the Word of God", there is 
no· problem in ·accepting him or his gospel as Scripture. 
, There is, however, one limitation. Hinduism believes in numerous 

incarnations, Christianity in only one.13 This, howe~er, may create 
a problem in the Christian assessment of the Veda but it. does not 
create a problem for the Jayanta's assessment of the Bible and of 
Jesus Christ. 

Alternatively, one could establish that the Bible is based on Vedic 
authority. "There is an accepted principle in Mimamsa that if 
something found in the sm!::ti is not found in the Veda, we must 
infer it to be based on some Vedic text not at present known to us;· 
for the extent of the Veda is infinite. Similarly we may regard the 
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scriptures of the different religions as different •mrtis and maintain 
that their contents will be found in the unknown portion ofthe Veda 
if not in the known portion.14 

It is clear that the Bible could be regarded as a smrti based on the 
unknown portion of the Veda. This creates no problem for the 
Jayanta, it may for the Christian who may either not relish this 
contrived dependence on Vedic authority or the enforced smrti status 
of his or her scripture! 

Finally, does the Bible fulfil the set of criteria laid down by 
Jayanta? These are that a genuine scripture "(1) must have 
become well-established in the societies of good people; (2) must be 
acceptable to a large number of good people; (3) itS doctrines and 
practice must not appear to be altogether new, even while being 
propagated now; (4) its aim should not be to serve the self-interest 
of imposters; and (5} its teachingit should not be sue~ as to frighten 
people" .111 

Obviously the Bible makes it on these counts. There is, however, 
one catch - and this time it is a problem from the point of view 
not of the Christian but Jayanta. Thus "in the principles he laid 
down for judging whether a religion is based on a true scripture or 
not, he says that it must be acceptable and established among many 
'good men'. By 'good men' (Mahl'Jjanl'J!!.} he means only those who 1 

belong to Aryavarta and are bound· by the institution of caste. So, in 
his opinion any scripture is true and valid if it does not subvert the 
Vai!ZiiSrama Dharma, and if its followers practice it."16 

This means that so long as Christianity is a missionary enterprise 
within the Aryavarta attacking the Vamtirama Dharma, its scripture 
cannot qualify as an authentic scripture. However, this also creates 
a problem, for unless there is conversion how would the religion 
become accepted among a sufficiently large number of 'good men' to 
become authentic? Obviously then the religion may spread but not 
by attacking Varnasrama Dharma. 

In other words, for Jayanta. the acceptance of Christian theology 
as a Hindu orthodoxy seems to presuppose the abandonment of 
active proselytization by . attacking Varnasrama Dharma by the 
Christians. This condition being fulfilled, Jayanta would regard the 
Bible as orthodox and thus Christian theology based on it too as 
orthodox. 

IV 

One is thus led to a curious conclusion by this line of inquiry: 
Christian theology can be regarded as Astika when looked at from 
the point of view of Jayanta of the Nyaya school if it abandons 
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proselytiz~tion by attacking Varnasrama Dharma in the Aryavarta 
region of India! 
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